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Why LLPs?

Mass & lifetime are correlated, small masses often come with longer lifetimes… 



CODEX-b

KEY DRIVER OF DESIGN: LHCb Upgrade II aims to collect 300 fb-1 at IP8!  
No longer a low pileup/low luminosity interaction point.



One slide physics motivation
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Complementary to other LLP experiments (existing or proposed) 
Easy integration into LHCb’s triggerless readout gives additional 
information in case we see any interesting signals!
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Fig. 1 Schematic summary of reach and coverage of current, planned or proposed experiments in terms of the LLP mass, lifetime and the required
parton center-of-mass energy,
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LS 2 Run 3 LS 3
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CODEX-b Production
Partial Install
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LS3 Run 4 LS 4 Run 5

CODEX-b Production
data taking

Remaining Install data taking

Fig. 2 Approximate production, installation and data-taking timelines for demonstrator (CODEX-β) and full (CODEX-b) detectors. (Updated
according to COVID constraints.)

matter, the detailed dynamics of the weak scale, the mecha-139

nism of baryogenesis, among many others. However, in the140

absence of clear experimental NP hints, the solutions to these141

puzzles remain largely mysterious. Combined with increas-142

ing tensions from current collider data on the most popular143

BSM extensions, it has become increasingly imperative to144

consider whether the quest for NP requires new and innova-145

tive strategies: A means to diversify LHC search programs146

with a minimum of theoretical prejudice, and to seek sig-147

natures for which the current experiments are trigger and/or148

background limited.149

A central component of this program will be the ability150

to probe ‘dark’ or ‘hidden’ sectors, comprised of degrees of151

freedom that are ‘sterile’ under the SM gauge interactions.152

Hidden sectors are ubiquitous in many BSM scenarios, and153

typically may feature either suppressed renormalizable cou-154

plings, heavy mediator exchanges with SM states, or both.1155

1 This heavy mediator may itself be an exotic state or part of the SM
electroweak sector, such as the Higgs. The possibility of exploring
the ‘Higgs portal’ is particularly compelling, because our theoretical

The sheer breadth of possibilities for these hidden sectors 156

mandates search strategies that are as model-independent as 157

possible. 158

Suppressed dark–SM couplings or heavy dark–SM medi- 159

ators may in turn give rise to relatively long lifetimes for 160

light degrees of freedom in the hidden spectrum, by inducing 161

suppressions of their total widths via either small couplings, 162

the mediator mass, loops and/or phase space. This scenario 163

is very common in many models featuring e.g. Dark Mat- 164

ter (Sects. 2.4.4, 2.4.5, 2.4.6, 2.4.7 and 2.4.8), Baryogenesis 165

(Sect. 2.4.9), Supersymmetry (Sect. 2.4.1) or Neutral Natu- 166

ralness (Sect. 2.4.3). The canonical examples in the SM are 167

the long lifetimes of the K 0
L , π±, neutron and muon, whose 168

Footnote 1 continued
understanding of Higgs interactions is likely incomplete, and new states
might interact with it. In addition, the Higgs itself may have a sizable
branching ratio to exotic states since its SM partial width is suppressed
by the b-quark Yukawa coupling. Experiments capable of leveraging
large samples of Higgs bosons are then natural laboratories to search
for NP. Understanding the properties of the Higgs sector will be central
to ongoing and future particle physics programs.
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Begin with a demonstrator to validate backgrounds & tech, then scale up.



Example model 1 — b→sX
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(a) (b)

Fig. 9 Reach of CODEX-b as a function of sin θ , for two representative values of λ. The MATHUSLA reach is shown for its 200 m × 200 m
configuration for 3 ab−1; for AL3X 100 fb−1 of integrated luminosity was assumed

Fig. 10 Reach of CODEX-b for LLPs produced in B-meson decays, in
a non-minimal model. Also shown is the current (shaded) and projected
(dashed) reach for: LHCb via B → K (∗)(S → µµ), for mS = 0.5 GeV
(green) and mS = 1 GeV (blue), assuming a muon branching ratio of
30% and 10%, respectively (see Ref. [8]); and for B → K (∗) + inv.
(gray)

require a calorimeter element, as discussed below in Sect. 5.3.664

In this section, we will present the updated reach plots for665

BC10 and BC11 and leave the ALP with photon couplings666

(BC9) and the photophobic case for future study.667

ALPs coupled to quark and gluons can be copiously pro-668

duced at the LHC even though their couplings are suppressed669

enough to induce macroscopic decay lengths. They there-670

fore provide an excellent target for LLP experiments such as671

CODEX-b. Based on the fragmentation of partons to hadrons672

in LHC collisions, we can divide the ALP production into673

four different mechanisms:674

1. radiation during partonic shower evolution (using the 675

direct ALP couplings to quarks and/or gluons), 676

2. production during hadronization of quarks and gluons via 677

mixing with (J PC =)0−+ q̄q operators (dominated at 678

low ALP masses via mixing with π0, η, η′), 679

3. production in hadron decays via mixing with neutral pseu- 680

doscalar mesons, and 681

4. production in flavor-changing neutral current bottom and 682

strange hadron decays, via loop-induced flavor-violating 683

penguins. 684

The last mechanism has been already considered extensively 685

in the literature. The ALP production probability scales para- 686

metrically as (mt/%)2 and is proportional to the number of 687

strange or b-hadrons produced. In general, the population of 688

ALPs produced by this mechanism is not very boosted at low 689

pseudorapidities. For the PBC study, it was the only produc- 690

tion mechanism considered for BC10, and it was included in 691

BC11. 692

The second and third mechanism are related as they both 693

incorporate how the ALP couples to low energy QCD degrees 694

of freedom. Conventionally the problem is rephrased into 695

ALP mixing with neutral pseudoscalar mesons. This produc- 696

tion is parametrically suppressed by ( fπ/%)2 and it quickly 697

dies off for ALP masses much above 1 GeV. The population 698

of ALPs produced by these mechanisms is not very boosted 699

at low pseudorapidities, while the forward experiments will 700

have access to very energetic ALPs. Compared to the PBC 701

study, we treat separately the two cases of hadronization and 702

hadron decays as they give rise to populations of ALPs with 703

different energy distributions, and include them both in BC10 704

and BC11. 705
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𝝀 parametarizes the off-shell Higgs boson contribution to the decay rate



b→sX complementarity with LHCb
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(a) (b)

Fig. 9 Reach of CODEX-b as a function of sin θ , for two representative values of λ. The MATHUSLA reach is shown for its 200 m × 200 m
configuration for 3 ab−1; for AL3X 100 fb−1 of integrated luminosity was assumed

Fig. 10 Reach of CODEX-b for LLPs produced in B-meson decays, in
a non-minimal model. Also shown is the current (shaded) and projected
(dashed) reach for: LHCb via B → K (∗)(S → µµ), for mS = 0.5 GeV
(green) and mS = 1 GeV (blue), assuming a muon branching ratio of
30% and 10%, respectively (see Ref. [8]); and for B → K (∗) + inv.
(gray)

require a calorimeter element, as discussed below in Sect. 5.3.664

In this section, we will present the updated reach plots for665

BC10 and BC11 and leave the ALP with photon couplings666

(BC9) and the photophobic case for future study.667

ALPs coupled to quark and gluons can be copiously pro-668

duced at the LHC even though their couplings are suppressed669

enough to induce macroscopic decay lengths. They there-670

fore provide an excellent target for LLP experiments such as671

CODEX-b. Based on the fragmentation of partons to hadrons672

in LHC collisions, we can divide the ALP production into673

four different mechanisms:674

1. radiation during partonic shower evolution (using the 675

direct ALP couplings to quarks and/or gluons), 676

2. production during hadronization of quarks and gluons via 677

mixing with (J PC =)0−+ q̄q operators (dominated at 678

low ALP masses via mixing with π0, η, η′), 679

3. production in hadron decays via mixing with neutral pseu- 680

doscalar mesons, and 681

4. production in flavor-changing neutral current bottom and 682

strange hadron decays, via loop-induced flavor-violating 683

penguins. 684

The last mechanism has been already considered extensively 685

in the literature. The ALP production probability scales para- 686

metrically as (mt/%)2 and is proportional to the number of 687

strange or b-hadrons produced. In general, the population of 688

ALPs produced by this mechanism is not very boosted at low 689

pseudorapidities. For the PBC study, it was the only produc- 690

tion mechanism considered for BC10, and it was included in 691

BC11. 692

The second and third mechanism are related as they both 693

incorporate how the ALP couples to low energy QCD degrees 694

of freedom. Conventionally the problem is rephrased into 695

ALP mixing with neutral pseudoscalar mesons. This produc- 696

tion is parametrically suppressed by ( fπ/%)2 and it quickly 697

dies off for ALP masses much above 1 GeV. The population 698

of ALPs produced by these mechanisms is not very boosted 699

at low pseudorapidities, while the forward experiments will 700

have access to very energetic ALPs. Compared to the PBC 701

study, we treat separately the two cases of hadronization and 702

hadron decays as they give rise to populations of ALPs with 703

different energy distributions, and include them both in BC10 704

and BC11. 705
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Example model 2 — H→A’A’
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Fig. 6 Minimal model tabular space formed from either: production
(green) and decay (blue) portals, where well-defined by symmetries or
suppressions; or, UV operators (orange), where either the production
and decay portal may involve linear combinations of operators under
RG evolution or field redefinitions. Each table cell corresponds to a

minimal model: cells for which the CODEX-b reach is known refer to
the relevant figure in this document; cells denoted ‘pending’ indicate
a model that may be probed by CODEX-b, but no reach projection is
presently available

Fig. 7 Reach for h → A′ A′, as
computed in Ref. [8]. Shaded
bands refer to the optimistic and
conservative estimates of the
ATLAS sensitivity [46,47] for
3 ab− 1, as explained in the text.
The horizontal dashed line
represents the estimated
HL-LHC limit on the invisible
branching fraction of the Higgs
[48]. The MATHUSLA reach is
shown for its 200 m × 200 m
configuration with 3 ab− 1; for
AL3X 100 fb− 1 of integrated
luminosity was assumed

36.1 fb− 1/3000 fb− 1. For the conservative 2DV extrapola-551

tion we assume 10 expected and observed background events,552

leading to a slightly weaker limit than with the background553

free assumption.554

Upon rescaling cτ to account for difference in boost distri-555

butions, the maximum CODEX-b reach is largely insensitive556

to the mass of the A′, modulo minor differences in reconstruc-557

tion efficiency for highly boosted particles (see Sect. 5.1).558

This is not the case for ATLAS and CMS, where higher559

masses generate more activity in the muon spectrometer,560

which helps greatly with reducing the SM backgrounds.561

2.3.2 Scalar-Higgs portal562

The most minimal extension of the SM consists of adding a563

single, real scalar degree of freedom (S). Gauge invariance564

restricts the Lagrangian to565

L ⊃ AS SH † H +
λ

2
S2 H † H + · · · (2)566

where the ellipsis denotes higher dimensional operators,567

assumed to be suppressed. This minimal model is often568

referred to as simply the “Higgs portal” in the literature,569

though the precise meaning of the latter can vary depending 570

on the context. LHCb has already been shown to have sen- 571

sitivity to this model [49,50], and CODEX-b would greatly 572

extend its sensitivity into the small coupling/long lifetime 573

regime. 574

The parameter AS can be exchanged for the mixing angle, 575

sin θ , of the S with the physical Higgs boson eigenstate. In 576

the mass eigenbasis, the new light scalar therefore inherits 577

all the couplings of the SM model Higgs: Mass hierarchi- 578

cal couplings with all the SM fermions, as well couplings to 579

photons and gluons at one loop. All such couplings are sup- 580

pressed by the small parameter sin θ . The couplings induced 581

by Higgs mixing are responsible not only for the decay of 582

S [51,52,52– 55], but also contribute to its production cross- 583

section. Concretely, for mK < mS < m B , the dominant 584

production mode is via the b → s penguin in Fig. 8a [56– 585

58], because S couples most strongly to the virtual top quark 586

in the loop. If the quartic coupling λ is non-zero, the rate is 587

supplemented by a penguin with an off-shell Higgs boson, 588

shown in Fig. 8b [59], as well as direct Higgs decays, shown 589

in Fig. 8c. 590

In Fig. 9 we show the reach of CODEX-b taking two 591

choices of λ, following [25]: (i) λ = 0, corresponding to 592
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Example model 3 — ALP
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Fig. 11 Reach of CODEX-b for fermion-coupled ALPs. The vertical
axis on the left corresponds to the couplings defined in Eq. (3), while
the one on the right to the normalization used in the PBC study [25].
The baseline (tracker only) CODEX-b design is shown as solid, while
the gain by a calorimeter option is shown as dashed. All the curves for
the other experiments except MATHUSLA are taken from [25], after
rescaling with to the different lifetime/branching ratio calculation used
here. The MATHUSLA reach is based on our estimates, see text for
details

Fig. 12 Reach of CODEX-b for gluon-coupled ALPs. The vertical axis
on the left corresponds to the couplings defined in Eq. (3), while the
one on the right to the normalization used in the PBC study [25]. The
baseline (tracker only) CODEX-b design is shown as solid, while the
gain by a calorimeter option is shown as dashed. See Fig. 34 for fur-
ther information about how the CODEX-b reach changes with different
detector designs. FASER2 and REDTop curves are taken from [25],
after rescaling to the different lifetime/branching ratio calculation used
here. The CHARM curve has been recomputed with the same assump-
tions used for the CODEX-b curve. The MATHUSLA reach is based
on our estimates, see text for details

ously assumed, and the decays are mostly to hadrons instead809

of muon pairs.810

2.3.4 Heavy neutral leptons811

Heavy neutral leptons (HNLs) may generically interact with812

the SM sector via the lepton Yukawa portal, mediated by813

the marginal operator L̄i H̃ N , or may feature in a range of814

simplified NP models coupled to the SM via various higher-815

dimensional operators. In the m N ∼ 0.1–10 GeV regime, 816

that we consider below, these models can be motivated 817

e.g. by explanations for the neutrino masses [75], the νMSM 818

[76,77], dark matter theories [78], or by models designed to 819

address various recent semileptonic anomalies [79–81]. 820

UV completions of SM–HNL operators typically imply 821

an active-sterile mixing νℓ = Uℓjν j + UℓN N , where ν j and 822

N are mass eigenstates, and U is an extension of the PMNS 823

neutrino mixing matrix to incorporate the active-sterile mix- 824

ings UℓN . If |UℓN | are the dominant couplings of N to the 825

SM and N has negligible partial width to any hidden sector, 826

then the N decay width is electroweak suppressed, scaling as 827

# ∼ G2
F |UℓN |2m5

N . Because the mixing |UℓN | can be very 828

small, N can then become long-lived. We assume hereafter 829

for the sake of simplicity that N couples predominantly to 830

only a single active neutrino flavor, i.e. 831

Uℓi N ≫ Uℓ j ̸=ℓi N , (5) 832

and refer to ℓ as the ‘valence’ lepton. 833

The width of the HNL can be expressed as 834

#N

s
!

!Uℓi N

!

!

2 =
"

M

(#νi M + #ℓi M ) +
"

j

(#ℓi ℓ j ν j + #νi ℓ j ℓ j ) 835

+
"

q,q ′

#ℓi qq ′ +
"

q

#νi qq + #νi νν, (6) 836

where s = 1 (s = 2) for a Dirac (Majorana) HNL and the 837

final state M corresponds to a single kinematically allowed 838

(ground-state) meson. Specifically, M considers: charged 839

pseudoscalars, π ± , K ± ; neutral pseudoscalars π0, η, η′; 840

charged vectors, ρ± , K ∗± ; and neutral vectors, ρ0, ω, φ. For 841

m N > 1.5 GeV, we switch from the exclusive meson final 842

states to the inclusive decays widths #ℓi qq ′ and #νi qq , which 843

are disabled below 1.5 GeV. Expressions for each of the par- 844

tial widths may be found in Ref. [82]; each is mediated by 845

either the W or Z , generating long lifetimes for N once one 846

requires UℓN ≪ 1. Apart from the 3ν, and some fraction of 847

the νM and νqq (e.g. νπ0π0) decay modes, all the N decays 848

involve two or more tracks, so that the decay vertex will be 849

reconstructible in CODEX-b, up to O(1) reconstruction effi- 850

ciencies. We model the branching ratio to multiple tracks 851

by considering the decay products of the particles produced. 852

Below 1.5 GeV, we consider the decay modes of the meson 853

M to determine the frequency of having 2 or more charged 854

tracks; above 1.5 GeV where νqq production is considered 855

instead of exclusive single meson modes, we conservatively 856

approximate the frequency of having two or more charged 857

tracks as 2/3. 858

HNLs may be abundantly produced by leveraging the large 859

bb̄ and cc̄ production cross-section times branching ratios 860

into semileptonic final states. In particular, for 0.1 GeV ! 861

m N ! 3 GeV, the dominant production modes are the typ- 862

ically fully inclusive c → sℓN and b → cℓN . In order to 863
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Example model  4 — HNL
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig. 14 Projected sensitivity of CODEX-b to Dirac heavy neutral lep-
tons. Left: Contributions from the individual decay channels with the
net result (orange). Right: Comparison with current constraints (gray)
and other proposed experiments, including NA62 [101], DUNE [102],
SHiP [17], FASER2 [103], and MATHUSLA [83], which is shown

for its 200 m × 200 m configuration. ATLAS [100] and CMS [104]
constraints on prompt Majorana HNL decays are not shown as the sen-
sitivity is currently subdominant to the DELPHI exclusions, and they
moreover use a lepton number violating final state only accessible to
Majorana HNLs – µ±µ±e∓ or e±e±µ∓ – to place limits
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CODEX-b backgrounds
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primary backgrounds, and simulation of multitrack produc-1471

tion in the detector volume. Further, the details and results1472

of a measurement campaign, conducted in the LHCb cav-1473

ern in 2018 as a preliminary data-driven validation of these1474

simulations, are presented.1475

3.1 Overview1476

An LHC interaction point produces a large flux of pri-1477

mary hadrons and leptons. Many of these may be fatal to a1478

background-free environment either because they are them-1479

selves neutral long-lived particles, e.g. (anti)neutrons and1480

K 0
L ’s, that can enter the detector and then decay or scatter1481

into tracks, or because they may generate such neutral LLP1482

secondaries by scattering in material, e.g. muons, pions or1483

even neutrinos. In the baseline CODEX-b design, LLP-like1484

events are comprised of tracks originating within the detec-1485

tor volume, with the track momentum as low as 400 MeV.1486

This threshold is conservative with respect to likely mini-1487

mum tracking requirements for a signal (cf. Ref. [178]).1488

Suppression of primary hadron fluxes can be achieved1489

with a sufficient amount of shielding material: roughly 1014
1490

neutrons and K 0
L ’s are produced per 300 fb−1 at IP8, requir-1491

ing log(1014) ≃ 32λ of shield for full attenuation, where1492

λ is a nuclear interaction length. In the nominal CODEX-b1493

design, the 3 m of concrete in the UXA radiation wall, corre-1494

sponding to 7λ,7 is supplemented with an additional 25λ Pb1495

shield, corresponding to about 4.5 m, as shown in Fig. 21. (We1496

focus here on a shield comprised of lead, though composite1497

shielding making use of e.g. tungsten might also be con-1498

sidered, with similar performance [24].) However, this large1499

amount of shielding material in turn may act as a source of1500

neutral LLP secondaries, produced by muons (or neutrinos,1501

see Sect. 3.2.3) that stream through the shielding material.1502

The most concerning neutral secondaries are those produced1503

in the last few λ by high energy muons that themselves slow1504

down and stop before reaching the detector veto layers. Such1505

parent muons are not visible to the detector, while the daugh-1506

ter neutral secondaries, because they pass through only a few1507

λ of shield, may themselves escape the leeward side of the1508

shield and enter the detector volume: We call these ‘stopped-1509

parent secondaries’; a typical topology is shown in Fig. 21.1510

As a rough example, a 10 GeV muon has a ‘CSDA’1511

(Continuous Slowing-Down Approximation) range in lead1512

of approximately 6 m [68], corresponding to 32λ (λPb ≃1513

0.18 m). Approximately 109 such muons are produced per1514

300 fb−1 in the CODEX-b acceptance (see Sect. 3.2.1), and1515

by the last few λ they have slowed to !GeV kinetic energy.1516

7 The UXA wall is 3.2m in depth, corresponding to ≃ 7.5λ for ‘stan-
dard’ concrete [68]. Since the precise composition of the concrete used
in the wall is not available we treat the wall as 3m of standard concrete
as a conservative estimation.

Fig. 21 Cross-section of the shielding configuration of the Pb shield
(gray), active shield veto (gold), and concrete UXA wall with respect
to IP8 and the detector volume. Also shown are typical topologies for
production of upstream and downstream stopped-parent secondaries,
which are suppressed by passive shielding or rejected by the active
shield veto, respectively

The strange muoproduction cross-section for a GeV muon 1517

is ∼ 0.01 µb per nucleon, so that in the last λ approxi- 1518

mately few × 103 K 0
L ’s are produced by these muons. The 1519

kaon absorption cross-section on a Pb atom is ∼ 2 b, so 1520

the reabsorption probability in the last λ is ∼ 30%, with 1521

the result that ∼ 103 stopped-parent secondary K 0
L ’s can 1522

still escape into the detector. This behavior is more properly 1523

modelled by a system of linear differential equations, that 1524

capture the interplay of the muon d E/dx with the energy- 1525

dependence of the secondary muoproduction cross-section 1526

and their (re)absorption cross-sections; in practice we simu- 1527

late this with Geant4, as described below in Sect. 3.2. 1528

The CODEX-b proposal resolves this secondary back- 1529

ground problem by the addition of a veto layer placed deep 1530

inside the shield itself: an active shield element, shown in 1531

gold in Fig. 21. This veto layer may then trigger on the parent 1532

muons before they produce neutral secondaries and stop. The 1533

veto layer must be placed deep enough in the shield – shielded 1534

sufficiently from the IP – so that the efficiency required to 1535

veto the stopped-parent secondaries produced downstream is 1536

not too high. At the same time there must be sufficient shield- 1537

ing downstream from the veto to attenuate the stopped-parent 1538

secondaries with respect to the shield veto itself: That is, neu- 1539

trals produced upstream before the veto layer that could still 1540

reach the detector (see Fig. 21). An additional consideration 1541

is that the veto rejection rate itself should be much smaller 1542

than the overall event rate, in order not to degrade the LLP 1543

signal detection efficiency. The nominal shield we consider 1544

has a so-called ‘(20 + 5)λ’ configuration, with 20λ of Pb 1545

before the shield veto and 5λ afterwards, plus the additional 1546

3 m of concrete (7λ) from the UXA wall. 1547
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Background estimates from simulationIII BACKGROUNDS B Simulation

Particle yields

BG species Net (Eneutral
kin > 0.4 GeV)

Shield veto rejection Shield veto rejection
Net yield

(total) (±/0 correlation)

� 0.54 ± 0.12 (8.06 ± 0.60) ⇥ 104 (2.62 ± 1.03) ⇥ 103 –

n 58.10 ± 4.63 (4.59 ± 0.15) ⇥ 105 (3.44 ± 0.51) ⇥ 104 –

n (> 0.8 GeV) 2.78 ± 0.25 (1.03 ± 0.06) ⇥ 105 (7.45 ± 1.92) ⇥ 103 . 1

n̄ (no cut) (3.24 ± 0.72) ⇥ 10�3 34.40 ± 25.80 (7.12 ± 2.19) ⇥ 10�2 ⌧ 1

K0
L 0.49 ± 0.05 (1.94 ± 0.74) ⇥ 103 54.40 ± 19.20 . 0.1

K0
S (6.33 ± 1.39) ⇥ 10�3 93.90 ± 45.80 0.74 ± 0.19 ⌧ 1

⌫ + ⌫̄ (5.69 ± 0.00) ⇥ 1013 (7.35 ± 0.12) ⇥ 106 (7.31 ± 0.11) ⇥ 106 –

p± (2.07 ± 0.26) ⇥ 102 (9.24 ± 0.36) ⇥ 105 (9.24 ± 0.36) ⇥ 105 –

e± (4.53 ± 0.02) ⇥ 103 (4.38 ± 0.02) ⇥ 107 (4.38 ± 0.02) ⇥ 107 –

⇡+ 34.70 ± 2.27 (2.96 ± 0.20) ⇥ 105 (2.96 ± 0.20) ⇥ 105 –

⇡� 31.40 ± 2.12 (2.68 ± 0.19) ⇥ 105 (2.68 ± 0.19) ⇥ 105 –

K+ 0.83 ± 0.30 (3.08 ± 1.24) ⇥ 103 (3.08 ± 1.24) ⇥ 103 –

K� 0.23 ± 0.12 (1.12 ± 0.63) ⇥ 103 (1.12 ± 0.63) ⇥ 103 –

µ+ (1.04 ± 0.00) ⇥ 106 (1.04 ± 0.00) ⇥ 1010 (1.04 ± 0.00) ⇥ 1010 –

µ� (8.07 ± 0.01) ⇥ 105 (8.07 ± 0.01) ⇥ 109 (8.07 ± 0.01) ⇥ 109 –

TABLE II: Results from the Geant4 background simulation for (20 + 5)� Pb shield, i.e. with an
active shield veto at 20�, applying a veto e�ciency of 1�"veto = 10�4. For outgoing neutral particles
a kinetic energy cut Ekin > 0.4 GeV was applied as required by minimum tracking requirements,
except for anti-neutrons in order to exclude n̄ + N annihilation processes. We also show the rate
for neutrons with Ekin > 0.8 GeV, required for production of at least two tracks via scattering. For
total luminosity L = 300fb�1, the column “Net (Eneutral

kin > 0.4 GeV)” shows the net background
particle yields after traversing the shield plus veto rejection, including veto correlations (denoted
‘±/0’) between charged particles with Ekin > 0.6 GeV and neutral particles. The column “Shield
veto rejection (total)” shows the corresponding background particle yields entering the detector
subject to the shield veto rejection alone, without applying the charged-neutral correlation veto.
The column “Shield veto rejection (±/0 correlation)” shows the corresponding background particle
yields entering the detector subject to the shield veto rejection, after application of the charged-
neutral correlation veto on the detector front face. The final column lists the net background yield

including detector rejection, scattering or decay probabilities.

(green, with 10�12 scaling).
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Zero background environment achievable with active veto!



Data driven background studies

Use setup with two scintillators to measure backgrounds in 2018



Data driven backgrounds, results

III BACKGROUNDS C Measurement campaign

FIG. 26: The four measurement locations on the D3 level in the LHCb cavern, shown by red,
orange, green and blue dots. The configurations are labelled P1–P6. Figure reproduced and

modified from Ref. [191], as adapted from Ref. [8].

FIG. 27: Hit rates during the run based on the six P1–P6 positions/configurations on a linear
(top) and log (bottom) scale. Red data points denote the luminosity rate of LHCb, blue and green

data points denote hit rates. Figure reproduced from Ref. [191].

rations used for the data-taking. The detector was deployed at three di↵erent positions on

the passerelle between Data Acquisition (DAQ) server racks and the UXA wall, as well as

at one location between the DELPHI barrel exhibit and the DAQ racks. The scintillator

stand was oriented either parallel (‘k’), rotated 45� or perpendicular (‘?’) to the beam line.

The measurement period spanned 17 days between 25th July and 10th August, 2018
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Lower than expected from simulation!



CODEX-𝛃 demonstrator

2 m

2 m

2 m

FALSE FLOOR

LOADBEARING RAILS

To be installed in the old LHCb HLT server room, 2x2x2 metre cube 
Use RPCs designed for the ATLAS upgrade (NSW) 14 triplets in total



Integration with LHCb readout

Old server room naturally contains required space for readout+power 
One single backend FPGA card is sufficient to read out the whole detector

3x2	34-wires	flat	cables	MAX	5m	lenght		

DCT	



Demonstrator backgroundsIII BACKGROUNDS C Measurement campaign

Tracks
(20 + 5)� Pb shield Run 3 (CODEX-�) Run 3 (CODEX-�)

1 � "veto = 10�4 K0
L contribution

1 53.90 ± 5.51 (3.87 ± 0.11) ⇥ 108 (2.94 ± 0.07) ⇥ 108

2 0.21 ± 0.02 (4.09 ± 0.13) ⇥ 107 (3.74 ± 0.13) ⇥ 107

3 (1.36 ± 0.34) ⇥ 10�2 (5.96 ± 1.01) ⇥ 105 (2.92 ± 0.45) ⇥ 105

4 (1.51 ± 0.30) ⇥ 10�3 (6.78 ± 1.22) ⇥ 104 (5.12 ± 1.19) ⇥ 104

5 (3.80 ± 0.87) ⇥ 10�4 (1.69 ± 0.50) ⇥ 104 (1.42 ± 0.50) ⇥ 104

6 (1.09 ± 0.27) ⇥ 10�4 (3.23 ± 0.79) ⇥ 103 (2.21 ± 0.79) ⇥ 103

7 (1.84 ± 1.41) ⇥ 10�4 (4.23 ± 2.30) ⇥ 103 (1.75 ± 0.77) ⇥ 103

8 (2.98 ± 1.31) ⇥ 10�5 (1.04 ± 0.63) ⇥ 103 (8.45 ± 6.11) ⇥ 102

9 (1.07 ± 0.33) ⇥ 10�5 (2.41 ± 0.43) ⇥ 102 (1.37 ± 0.35) ⇥ 102

TABLE III: Multitrack production on air from the Geant4 background simulation for the (20 +
5)� Pb shield, in the 10 ⇥ 10 ⇥ 10 m3 detector volume for total luminosity L = 300fb�1, requiring
Ekin > 0.4 GeV per track. Also shown are corresponding rates for total neutral and K0

L multitrack
production during Run 3 in the CODEX-� volume for total luminosity L = 15fb�1 (see Sec. IV).

The detector setup used scintillators, light-guides and photomultiplier tubes (PMT) from

the HeRSCheL experiment [192] at LHCb. The detector itself consisted of two parallel

scintillator plates with surface area 300 ⇥ 300 mm2: Details can be found in Ref. [191].

Before transporting the setup to IP8 it was tested with cosmic rays, indicating an e�ciency

> 95% for minimum ionizing particles (MIPs), i.e. for those particles with kinetic energy

& 100 MeV. In the simulation of Ref. [191], it was further verified that no collision event

produced more than one hit on the scintillator acceptance, such that pile up of hits within

the trigger window can be ruled out.

A two-fold coincidence between both scintillator plates was required to trigger the de-

tector, and the trigger was not synchronized with the collisions. However, the coincidence

time-window was 5 ns, much shorter than the 25 ns collision frequency at IP8, so that spill-

over e↵ects can be neglected. Two waveforms were recorded from each scintillator and the

timestamp for all MIP hits. This timestamp was used to correlate the events with the beam

status during data-taking.

The measurements were taken on the “D3 platform” level in the UXA hall, behind the

concrete UXA wall. Fig. 26 shows this platform, and the di↵erent locations and configu-
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No active shield so substantial backgrounds dominated by K0L decays 
Use this data to precisely optimise the active shield design!



Obligatory reach plot

Expect the demonstrator to nevertheless have some limited sensitivity

IV CODEX-� C New physics reach

CODEX-β (15 fb-1)
CODEX-b (300 fb-1)
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FIG. 29: CODEX-� reach for a long-lived � decaying hadronically.

than 4 tracks, if the ratio of both regions is taken from Monte Carlo.

For a signal benchmark with m� = 3 GeV, the probability of decaying to 4 tracks with

Ekin > 0.4 GeV is roughly 15%, as estimated with Pythia 8. In Fig. 29 we show the

estimated 2� limit reach under these assumptions. For comparison, we also show the reach

of the full CODEX-b detector and the reach using a � 2 tracks selection, for which the

background is roughly three orders of magnitude higher. (This is partially compensated

for by a higher signal e�ciency.) At this stage, no attempt has been made to discriminate

signal from background by making use of angular variables, in particular pointing to the

interaction point. In this sense the estimated reach is therefore conservative.

For completeness, we also include a preliminary estimate of the reach of LHCb itself for

this signature with 15 fb�1 of data, analyzing all decay products that can be reconstructed

as a track at LHCb: e, µ, p, K± and ⇡±. For reconstructing a � vertex, we first require

all pairs of tracks to be vertexed not more than 1 mm away from each other. We build the

position of these vertices by finding the point that minimizes the distance to each pair of

tracks. We then average all the resulting vertices to generate the � decay vertex. In order

to build the B+ decays, the � vertex is required not to be more than 1 mm away from a

K+. For the background, SM B+ decays are considered, subject to the same reconstruction

criteria. All other backgrounds are neglected.

The analysis cuts are included in Tab. VI. For the rest of the experimental e�ciencies,

we estimate a 97% e�ciency per track [196], and take the remaining e�ciencies to be 100%.

Signal and background were binned according to 4 or more tracks and 6 or more tracks
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Progress on detector mechanics

For the full-size CODEX-b mechanics are the biggest challenge! 
Detailed design study ongoing to see how to fit it into the available space.



Conclusion and plans
CODEX-b is an affordable detector which complements LHCb’s reach for LLPs in 
the transverse direction, as well as that of other proposed LLP detectors. 

We have not been immune to COVID, but work is progressing towards the 
construction and installation of the CODEX-𝛃 demonstrator such that it can take 
data during Run 3. 

We have made significant progress on the mechanics since the EOI, and are 
discussing with LHCb about the possible ways CODEX-b could realistically fit into 
the available space in UX85A.  

The data collected from the demonstrator will be of crucial importance to 
optimize the active shield and ultimately detector design. Stay tuned!
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